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Storage Solutions: Archival Storage: Buyer Case Study

B U Y E R  C A S E  S T U D Y

B a s i c  E n e r g y  S e r v i c e s  D e p l o y s  M i m e c a s t  S a a S - B a s e d  
U E M :  A c h i e v e s  E m a i l  C o n t i n u i t y  a n d  G r e a t e r  S e c u r i t y  a n d  
C o m p l i a n c e  a n d  S a v e s  o n  C o s t

Marshall Amaldas Laura DuBois

I D C  O P I N I O N

In today's competitive economy, organizations have increasingly become process and 

efficiency focused. Firms today make a clear distinction between business processes 

that are core to their value chain from those that serve as a mere means to delivering 

value to their end customers. Hence, firms are looking for ways to minimize effort on 

processes that don't directly add value to their core offering. Archiving is one such 

process that is often just a cost of doing business. The nature of archival data and 

relatively modest I/O requirements make archiving an ideal fit for the cloud. By 

offloading the capital and labor overheads related to running an in-house archive to a 

SaaS-based archive service provider, firms are able to put their resources to better 

use. In addition:

 Over the years, archiving has increased in priority as a result of rapid growth in 

data and stringent regulations that demand data to be retained for extended 

periods of time. Even though compliance with retention requirements has 

traditionally and still is the leading motivation for archiving, IT managers today 

are looking for archiving solutions that satisfy a broader set of archive use cases 

rather than serving a single use case such as compliance or eDiscovery. 

 This presents the opportunity for archiving software and service providers to 

extend the scope of their role in their customers' broader information and risk 

management strategies.

 Today, SaaS-based archiving service providers can offer a broad range of 

services. These services are offered at various price points, with each serving to 

a slightly different need or use case. It is up to the IT decision makers to 

ultimately map their own needs to that of service providers' capabilities to 

determine their best fit.

I N  T H I S  B U Y E R  C A S E  S T U D Y

This IDC Buyer Case Study assesses the deployment of Mimecast SaaS-based 

Unified Email Management (UEM) solution at Basic Energy Services 

(www.basicenergyservices.com), a renowned publicly traded oilfield services 

company, with annual revenue of about $850 million and close to 4,400 employees 

under its payroll. The company deployed Mimecast's SaaS-based UEM service in 

mid-2009 and has been using it since. IDC examines the effectiveness of the 
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Mimecast solution and its services in meeting Basic Energy Services' needs and the 

reasons why the Mimecast solution was chosen among various other on-premise and

SaaS-based archiving choices available in the market.

IDC spoke to Lars Crotwell, the vice president of Information Technology at Basic, to 

gain firsthand understanding of the Mimecast implementation and the company's 

experience with the Mimecast solution. Crotwell has been with Basic since late 2008 

and had been working with the company for more than two years when IDC 

interviewed him.

S I T U A T I O N  O V E R V I E W

O r g a n i z a t i o n  O v e r v i e w

Basic Energy Services, headquartered in Midland, Texas, was founded in 1992. 

Today, the company is one among the largest oil well servicing and contracting 

companies in the country, providing services that support the entire life cycle of an oil 

well and other related infrastructure services for oilfields. Its services range from well 

site construction to well drilling and maintenance to plugging and retiring of the well. 

The company owns a fleet of about 3,500 heavy- and light-duty vehicles and operates 

in almost all the major oil and gas states such as Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, New 

Mexico, Arkansas, Kansas, and the Rocky Mountain States.

Information Technology Overview

Basic Energy Services has two datacenters, with its primary datacenter located in 

Midland, Texas, and a recent secondary colocated datacenter with Verizon in Irving, 

Texas. The company has about 125 remote office locations that are spread across 

the country and are connected by Verizon-managed multiprotocol label switching

(MPLS) network. Each of these remote office locations can have anywhere from 4 to 

100 employees working in them, and email is the primary mode of communication 

across these locations.

The company has approximately 100 servers that are predominantly Windows based. 

Less than 10% of the server infrastructure is virtualized today; however, the company 

is actively engaged in a server virtualization and consolidation project. An SAP ERP 

system is used as the primary back-office application that supports functions such as 

finance, accounting, fleet management, and supply chain management. The IT 

department manages about 30–40TB of storage across three storage architectures.

These architectures include a Dell EqualLogic modular storage array, an EMC CX3-

40 storage array, and a mix of direct-attached storage and NAS-based bulk storage. 

All of the company's data is backed up offsite to a cloud-based recovery service.

C h a l l e n g e s  a n d  S o l u t i o n

Below are some of the challenges that Basic's IT organizations faced, which 

influenced their evaluation criteria, and ultimately, the choice of the Mimecast 

solution:
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 Avoid business disruptions: Because of the company's rapid growth over the 

past 10 years, Basic Energy has moved headquarters several times to 

accommodate staff expansion. While the growth is important for the company, 

moving IT equipment causes inevitable business disruption. In addition to 

business changes, the company had experienced a major facilities disruption just 

prior to a major holiday period when the company's corporate headquarters 

suffered a burst pipe in its fire suppression system two years ago, putting the 

company's main datacenter at risk.

 Need for email continuity with zero downtime: Email being the primary mode 

of communication across Basic's 125 remote office locations, it is a mission-

critical application for the company from a business continuity perspective. 

Relying on backups as a means to achieve email continuity was not feasible. The 

company was looking for a solution that can bring email downtime to near-zero 

minutes.

 Data and storage growth: Like most organizations, Basic Energy Services is 

also a victim of proliferation of large digital data assets, audio/video files, and 

other rich media content being used heavily. Basic's email storage alone has 

been growing at a rate of 5% every month. New acquisitions by the company will 

further exacerbate that growth. Storage growth, apart from being expensive from 

a raw capacity perspective, also adds to power and cooling costs. Having easy 

access to legacy email messages was very important to Basic's employees. This 

meant putting any restrictions on mailbox capacity was a challenge. However, 

the need to retain legacy message data in the primary Exchange Server made 

the environment less efficient and more expensive.

 Slow search and retrieval: Basic Energy Services operates in an environment 

where employee turnover rates tend to be high. As a result, the company's IT 

staff often found themselves spending two to three hours of their time in locating 

and retrieving email messages from previous employees' inboxes for a variety of 

reasons. In addition, the IT department also services a variety of requests for 

internal investigations and audit purposes. With 50–60 such discovery requests 

coming to IT annually, the amount of time and money spent fulfilling such 

requests can quickly add up to be a significant overhead. The time-consuming 

search and retrieval process (i.e., the time it took to retrieve the information), 

apart from being expensive to the IT organization, was unacceptable in urgent 

situations.

As a result of these challenges, Basic was looking for a solution which could give it 

email continuity, the ability to respond to eDiscovery requests, and more efficiently 

search for information within its email stores. Basic needed to achieve these business 

objectives while also addressing the storage, data growth, and infrastructure costs 

with its primary Exchange environment. These challenges led the company to start to 

evaluate solutions that could address these problems.

C h o o s i n g  t h e  S o l u t i o n

A hard requirement that Basic Energy Services had while researching products and 

services was to procure a single solution that could provide messaging, antivirus, 
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antispam, monitoring, and archiving capabilities while still keeping the company's 

Exchange infrastructure unchanged. This would enable the company to move away 

from using multiple point solutions for each of these requirements. Based on the 

requirements and the pain points that the company was trying to address, a number 

of on-premise and hosted archiving options were evaluated. Some of the solutions 

that were evaluated are Mimecast, Symantec Enterprise Vault, Google Postini 

Services, Dell MessageOne EMS, and Microsoft BPOS.

With a thinly staffed IT organization, an on-premise archiving solution that required a 

significant amount of human resources, training, and in-house expertise was not 

attractive for Basic Energy Services. The marginal difference in absolute cost per 

mailbox between an on-premise and cloud solution far outweighed the cost 

associated with licensing, maintenance, infrastructure, and administrative overheads 

in the case of an on-premise solution. As a financially prudent IT organization, IT 

decision makers in the company were also well aware of the overall financial, 

functional, and implementation benefits of SaaS-based services, which made them 

gravitate toward hosted SaaS archiving solutions early on. Among the SaaS-based 

services, Mimecast's security and continuity features and the price at which it was 

available made it most attractive and affordable for Basic Energy.

R e s u l t s

Basic Energy Services deployed the Mimecast solution for about 1,000 of its 

mailboxes in mid-2009 and has been using the solution for about 18 months when 

IDC interviewed the company. Mimecast, in addition to catering to the specific needs 

of Basic's IT organizations, has future improvements that Basic could potentially 

make use of going forward. According to Basic Energy, the company's IT operations 

with respect to email management, archiving, compliance, and discovery have 

become orders of magnitude more efficient and effective after the Mimecast solution 

implementation. In addition to these, Mimecast's secure gateway also provides 

antivirus and antispam protection, which satisfied the Basic's goal of a having a single 

solution for both email archiving and security.

Uninterrupted Email Service

Even though Basic had not experienced an email outage since the deployment of the 

Mimecast solution, the company's email services are much more secure today 

against any disruption or disaster that may occur in its datacenters. Since Mimecast 

provides automatic failover in near real time, it ensures that no interruption is caused 

to the company's operation as a result of email outages. As the company plans to 

make its transition to Microsoft Exchange 2010, Mimecast service will guarantee 

uninterrupted email services during the migration.

Improved Mailbox Management

With old email messages securely archived with Mimecast and destruction/retention 

policies firmly in place, Basic Energy Services is now able to enforce mailbox size 

restrictions that help in better management of the Exchange environment. The 

company is also evaluating Mimecast's "attachment replace" feature, which avoids 

storing of multiple copies of the same attachment in Exchange Servers that occurs as 

"We are orders of 
magnitude more 
capable than we were 
without Mimecast." 

— Lars Crotwell (VP 
of IT at Basic Energy 
Services)
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a result of back and forth communication among employees. This can particularly be 

of value to the company because of the increasing number of large CAD file 

attachments (50–80MB in size) that Basic's IT organization is witnessing after the 

recent acquisition of a manufacturing firm. However, the company has not yet made 

the final decision on implementing this feature.

Superior Search and Retrieval

One of the biggest impacts of Mimecast was on the company's search and discovery 

process. Using the Mimecast solution, email messages can now be retrieved within 

two to three minutes compared with two to three hours without the solution. Moreover, 

urgent search requests can be quickly serviced through the admin console without 

the need of having to engage IT technical staff and administrators. Fast searching 

through enormous volumes of content is a huge operational benefit to Basic Energy 

Services.

Easier Compliance

As a public company, Basic Energy Services stays compliant with regulations such as 

SOX, HIPAA, and PCI with more ease using the Mimecast solution. The company 

also occasionally uses Mimecast's legal hold capability to isolate and suspend 

purging of emails as required.

E S S E N T I A L  G U I D A N C E

IDC research indicates that the fastest-growing drivers of storage spending by 

organizations in the past five years were a direct result of the need to more quickly 

recover applications and to retain larger amounts of information over longer period of 

time. The capacity deployed to store backup copies and archival data overall is 

trending to be more than twice as large as those deployed to store original sets of 

structured data.

The growing reliance on IT for everyday business operations in many industries 

amplifies the need for solutions that provide high resilience, but not at higher cost.

Today, disaster recovery and continuity requirements for business-critical applications 

such as email are becoming increasingly stringent with shorter RTO and RPO 

objectives as uninterrupted availability of critical applications are becoming more 

important to business risk management than ever before.

Many of the cloud-based solutions in the market today help IT organizations meet this 

complex goal of high resilience at lower cost to different extents depending on the 

core value for which the solution is built for. Mimecast, in the case of Basic Energy 

Services, turned out to be the best fit because the company's IT decision makers had 

identified and prioritized business and IT objectives early on in the evaluation phase. 

Today, Mimecast delivers many more benefits in addition to satisfying the company's 

core continuity requirements, security requirements, and budget limitations.

IT managers investigating the market for archiving solution must not only select 

evaluation criteria based on their current requirement but also should evaluate 

solution based on trends external to the company (such as industry trends, media 

"Everything they have 
works as advertised."

— Lars Crotwell (VP 
of IT at Basic Energy 
Services)
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trends, and legal trends) that can potentially drive their future needs. Such foresight 

will help avoid the need for organization to make expensive corrective action in the 

long run.

L E A R N  M O R E
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